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1 - Construct new Tenant demising partition where indicated; slab to slab with SAB.

2 - Construct new interior partition where indicated; floor to underside of ceiling.

3 - Provide and install new building standard door/frame with lockset hardware and closer.

4 - Provide and install three (3) equal width (10'-3" total) x full height x 1/2" thick clear
tempered glass panels in polished chrome top and bottom channels where indicated.  Provide clear
silicone butt joints and bracing to structure as required.

5 - Provide and install approximately 13'-0" of new plastic laminate base and upper cabinets, and
6'-0" of additional countertop for seating where indicated.  Construct of 3/4" water resistant MDF
clad in plastic laminate with upgraded pulls.  Provide stainless steel sink with ADA compliant
lever-type fixtures. Base cabinets to have one (1) adjustable shelf within and one (1) drawer
above; provide opening for dishwasher (NIC).  Upper cabinets to have two (2) adjustable shelves
within and shelf for microwave (NIC).  Provide 2" plastic laminate backsplash and FRT wood
blocking within partition as required.

6 - Provide and install approximately 8'-0" of new plastic laminate base and upper cabinets where
indicated.  Construct of 3/4" MDF clad in plastic laminate with standard wire pulls.  Base cabinets
to have one (1) adjustable shelf within; upper cabinets to have two (2) adjustable shelves within.
Provide 2" plastic laminate backsplash and FRT wood blocking within partition as required.

7 - Utilize existing hot and cold water lines as necessary for new sink; include all necessary fittings,
connections and accessories as needed.  Reuse plenum mounted hot water heater if feasible for sink;
provide new as necessary.  Provide and install new waterline for dishwasher.

8 - Ceiling grid is existing to remain throughout; provide and install new tile throughout.  Paint grid
to match new tiles.
Tile Specification: USG, Eclipse, 2' x 2' x 3/4" lay-in acoustical tile

9 - Utilize/Relocate/Provide new building standard 2x4 fluorescent fixtures to as necessary to
accommodate min. (1) per 100 sq. ft. based on new plan layout.  Clean, relamp, and reballast
existing/relocated light fixtures as needed.

10 - Make general assumptions for new power/communication requirements based on typical
furniture layout and proposed partition layout. Offices to have a minimum of two (2) duplex
outlets and one (1) voice/data outlet. Copiers/appliances shall receive dedicated outlets; all
outlets within 6'-0" of water source shall be GFI. Provide convenience outlets as necessary per new
partition layout; common areas to have minimum building standard requirements.

11 - Provide and install new carpet tiles throughout, unless otherwise noted.
Allowance: $25.00 S/Y installed

12 - Provide and install new luxury vinyl tile where indicated.  Provide minimum metal transition
strip where tile meets carpet.
Allowance: $6.00 sq/ft (materials only)

13 - Provide and install new vinyl composite tile where indicated.  Provide minimum metal
transition strip where tile meets carpet.
Specification: Armstrong Standard Excelon; color: TBD

14 - Provide and install new 4" rubber cove base throughout.

15 - Provide new paint throughout; two (2) coats eggshell (latex finish) on all walls, two (2) coats
semi-gloss on all h.m. frames (Benjamin Moore, or approved equal).

Pricing Key Notes

Price as Alternate
PA1 - In lieu of new millwork and sink @ Break, all millwork, hardware, and plumbing fixtures
are existing to remain.  Professionally clean and caulk all millwork; tighten/adjust all hardware as
needed.
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